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The purpose of this paper is the investigation of the major failure mechanisms of aluminum 
foams, which were obtained by powder metallurgical route, under compressive loads. The 
study was focused on two commonly aluminum alloys A1Mg1Si or A 6061 and A1Si12. Due 
to the fact that the failure mechanisms strongly depend on the density and the macrostructural 
properties of the material, the mechanical properties must be correlated to the structural prop
erties. Therefore, macrostructural investigations were used as a basis to establish the correla
tion between structural and mechanical properties. 
This was done with a commercially available image analysis system. The average cell size, 
the cell size distribution and the cell density (number of cells/area) were obtained. In order to 
evaluate the influence of foaming direction on the cell morphology cross sections parallel and 
perpendicular to the foaming direction were prepared. 
For the characterization of the mechanical compression properties the compressive or upper 
yield strength (UYS), the densification strain ( eD), the energy absorption (Ea) and the effi
ciency (Eft) were obtained. Furthermore, the failure behavior of the samples was m-situ ob
served with a video camera and continuously recorded during the test. 

1 Introduction 

The interesting combination of properties (light weight, good energy absorption, low thermal 
conductivity, recyclability, etc) of metal foams have spurred new process developments and 
optimization with the goal to obtain materials with an optimized relation between material's 
properties and costs [1]-[6]. One of the main advantages of the powder metallurgical route is 
the production of 3D near-net shape products which allows time reduction on the process and 
reduction of scrap material [7], [8]. 
Because most possible applications of metal foams involve compression loading this work is 
focused on the study of two new metal foams under uniaxial compression (A6061 and 
A1Sil2). 
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2 Experimental method 

2.1 Aluminum foam manufacturing and sample preparation 

The aluminum foams were prepared by the powder metallurgical route following the pa
rameters described by Fraunhofer- IFAM Researcher's patents [9], [10]. The powders were 
mixed with a foaming agent (Tilh), then the mixture was compacted or extruded to obtain 
rectangular sheets or cylindrical foamable semi-finished products. This product is inserted 
into a mould which is heated up to temperatures close to the AI alloy melting point, the TiH2 
decomposes and H2 gas is released and causes the expansion. Finally the foam occupies the 
whole mould producing a near-net shape product. 
For this study 80x80x200 mm bricks of A1Mg1Si (A 6061) and A1Si12 alloys with an average 
density of0,55 and 0,57 g/cm3

, respectively, were supplied. 
In order to clearly define the three geometric directions according to the foaming direction, 
the three letters S, L and T were chosen. The foaming direction is indicated with S. L
direction is perpendicular to S and coincides to the largest brick dimension. T is perpendicular 
to S and L. The plane spread between two directions is indicated with the corresponding let
ters of the two directions, e.g. TS, LS (see Figure 1). 
Three cubic specimens of 60x60x60 mm were cut out from the center of each brick (MID
DLE, L1 and L2) and the upper and lower skin areas were removed, too, by spark erosion. 
This process avoids cell and surface damage and the obtained samples have good tolerances 
and parallel surfaces. This allows uniform load distribution over the entire sample surface 
during the compression test. 
Figure 1 shows the area from which the cubic samples were obtained and the density (p) 
variation on both alloys. It can be observed that: 

Density of the MIDDLE is higher than L1 and L2 samples. 
Density of lower skin area is the highest on both alloys , nevertheless on A 6061 alloy is 
quite similar to the density of upper skin area. 
A1Si12 has the maximum relative density variation ~p/p(avg), that is (highest -lowest den
sity)/average density, and maximum relative standard deviation S(p )IP(avg)· 
The density of cubic samples was around 78% and 90% of total brick density on alloys A 
6061 and A1Si12, respectively. This relation could changes depending on brick-sample 
dimensions and sampling. 

2.2 Compression test 

The cubic specimens were tested according to the compression test standard prepared in the 
METEOR project [11] based on ASTM C 367, D1621 and DIN53421 standards [12]-[14]. 
The main testing parameters are: 
The load was applied by rigid load plates, which maintain their initial alignment throughout 
the entire loading process. 

The cross head speed applied was 10% of sample thickness per minute 
The compressive strain was obtained by measurement ofload plates displacements 

Figure 2 shows the different results that could be obtained from each compression test. For 
this paper the compressive or Upper Yield Strength (UYS), collapse plateau (C) and densifi
cation slopes (D), the Energy Absorption and Efficiency until 50% strain (Easo% llso%), and 
the compressive strength at 50% strain ( crso%) were shown. The results are the average of all 
samples tested ( 4 per direction and per alloy). Figure 3 shows a typical compressive stress
strain curve for the three testing directions (L, S, T) on studied samples, the specimen density 
is indicated in brackets. 
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The tests were carried out in an INSTRON 5500R universal testing machine, a video record
ing was done in order to analyze the failure sequence. 

2.3 Cell structure characterization 

In order to have more information about the material characteristics a cell structure charac
terization was carried out. The cell size distribution along two perpendicular cross-sections 
(TS and LS) through two bricks per alloy was analyzed. The study was carried out on the 
complete sample (100%) and was described previously [15]. A total of six samples of 
80x80x10 mm were obtained from two different bricks per alloy (3 on LS plane and 3 on TS 
plane). 
Samples were cut by spark erosion in order to avoid cell wall damage and embedded in black 
resin. These mounted specimens were then ground and polished. The image of the polished 
cross-section was acquired by a TV camera and later processed to obtain an enhanced image. 
The parameters obtained were average cell size or equivalent diameter (m), its standard de
viation ( cr), cell density (NC/cm2

) or number of cells per unit area and shape factor. The soft
ware used to analyze the images was Optimas 6.1 [ 16]. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Compression properties 

The average compression test results are shown in Table I. In order to include the influence of 
density on compression results specific values (property divided by density) are also shown. 

Table 1: Average compression test results 

Alloy Direc- UYS UYS spec c C spec 
c~'ral 

Ea50% Ea 50% 
~~ 

D D spec eO 
lion (MPa) (MPa.m3/kQ) (MP a) (MPa.m3/kg) (MJ/m3) (KJ/kg) (MP a) (MPa.m3/kg) (%) 

A6061 s 3,57 0,008 17 0,039 11,36 3,22 7,32 57 98 0,22 61 
(AIMg1S L 6,44 0,015 15 0,037 12,46 4,2 9,92 67 101 0,24 61 

i) T 6,18 0,014 17 0,039 13,51 4,41 9,86 66 98 0,22 59 
AISi12 s 6,29 0,012 18 0,036 14,94 4,88 9,75 65 93 0,19 59 

L 6,11 0,011 19 0,040 15,28 5,54 11,18 72 93 0,19 59 
T 4,02 0,007 24 0,045 16,33 5,19 9,60 65 86 0,16 67 

The following conclusions could be drawn: 
Absolute values and specific results give in general similar comparative information. 
In general, in both materials, the compressive strength increases if the compressive strain 
increases. As an example, the compression strength at 50% ( crso%) is around two times the 
UYS. 
Both materials show a scattering of the UYS, e.g. the lowest UYS on A6061 and A1Si12 
are 44% and 36% lower than the highest values; however when Ea5o% is analyzed lower 
differences were found (26% and 12% on A6061 and A1Si12 respectively). 
The samples who have the lowest UYS usually have the highest collapse slope C and den
sification strain eD, which was over 59% on both alloys. 
The densification slope (D) tends to be similar between the three testing direction in each 
alloy. 
The lowest Ea so% and Efficiencies were obtained on foaming (S) direction. 
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3.2 Structural analysis 

Table 11: Millistructure average results 

Alloy m 0" NC/ 
cm2 

Plane (mm) (mm) 
A6061 LS 1,4 1,2 20,29 

(AIMg1Si) TS 1,4 1,2 22,03 
AISi12 LS 1,2 0,9 27,57 

TS 1,2 0,9 28,16 

Shape 

factor 
0,675 
0,676 
0,691 
0,696 

95% of cell 
size 

Lower than 
3,8mm 
3,6mm 
3,1 mm 
3,1 mm 

Figure 4 shows typical 
cell size distribution as a 
function of cell density, 
as well as the accumu
lated distribution. Table II 
shows the average results 
obtained after 
characterization of all the 

samples. The following conclusions could be obtained: 
All samples have some big cells, which are 6 or 7 times bigger than the average cell size. 
Moreover, in some compression samples big cavities were observed, too. These big cells 
or cavities can be considered as material defects, this characteristic justifies the high cr 
values. 
Similar average cell size (m) values were obtained between all cross sections of each al
loy. The low shape factor values confirm that on average the cell shape is not spherical, 
however there are areas where more spherical cells can be observed. 
Higher values ofNC/cm2 and shape factor were obtained on A1Si12 than on A 6061 mate
rial, moreover, 95% of cells have sizes lower than 3,1 mm and 3,7 mm on mentioned al
loys. This means that higher densities are related to lower average cell sizes and higher 
NC/cm2

• 

Table Ill: Density and cell size per sections Table Ill shows the density variation between dif-

Alloy Section 

A6061 Upper 
AIMg1Si Middle 

Lower 
Upper 

AISi12 Middle 
Lower 

p 
(g/cm3

) 

0,53 
0,38 
0,35 
0,45 
0,47 
0,40 

m 
(mm) 
1,16 
1,43 
1,55 
1,08 
1,30 
1,28 

ferent samples (40x40 mm, 22mm height). These 
values were obtained when cubic samples were 
divided in three similar parts and ordered following 
the foaming direction. Thus, "upper section" means 
the area located in the top of the sample whereas 
"lower section" means the area located in the bot
tom surface. Alloy AlSi 12 shows better material 
distribution per section than A6061, where the 

highest densities are located in the upper section. It is observed that lowest densities not al
ways mean highest cell size. 

3.3 Failure mechanism 

After the analysis of the videos obtained during the compression tests, no preferred area or 
region where the failure starts could be determined. Many factors, like mould shape, pre
formed material distribution inside the mould, foaming conditions, alloy, foam defects, testing 
direction, sample characteristics, etc. make the determination of the area where the failure 
starts very difficult. Some studies focused on melt route metal foams over specific cross sec
tions demonstrate that the failure started as a pure cell crushing [17]. Other models use the 
honeycombs behavior under compressive load as a reference [18]. According to the observa
tions made during this study, the failure process is a mixed mechanism of crushing and 
shearing of cells, because of the interaction of factors like inhomogeneous density distribu
tion, cell size, cavities, etc. 
Figure 5 shows a typical mechanism of failure on material A 6061 tested in T and L directions 
respectively. The failure starts in a non linear band, that means that the surface of failure is 
not parallel to the load plates surfaces and follows an intricate 3D surface where cells fail by 
crushing and shearing, probably due to the effect of areas with higher resistance (same as 
above) which act as indenters into weaker areas. 
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In other samples a more uniform failure was detected at initial stages, starting by pure crush
ing in a plane parallel and close to one load plate and progressing similarly, layer by layer, 
until stronger and lower areas were contacted, hence failure progress continued in the same 
way as described previously. 

4 Conclusions 

In the initial stages the failure mechanism is dominated by a crushing-shearing cell failure 
associated to the interaction between non-uniform material and cell size distribution and ma
terial's defects (cavities). These characteristics do not allow an easy estimation on where the 
material failure starts and how it will progress along the sample. 
As the compressive strain increases, the mechanism tends to be similar to multiple indenters 
penetrating in the material, where the indenters are associated to material's regions or areas 
with more compression resistance and probably associated to highest local densities. 
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millistructures. 
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Figure 5: Typical failure mechanism during compressive loading (tested in L direction): Compression 
loads produce initial local cells crushing and shearing. Deformation planes (left picture) are formed and 

samples increase width due to shear effects. 




